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Risk Be Damned is part of the Best-Selling Kurtherian Gambit SeriesRisking One's Heart is often

harder than Risking One's life. Â When you have made a point of not doing risking love for a

thousand years... You wonder if the promise is worth the pain...Sometimes... Risk Be Damned, your

heart doesn't ask permission.Stephen, Michael's brother, is charged with finding out what is

happening to Wechselbalg in Europe and uncovers a sinister plot. Jennifer is working this operation

with him.While the Queen is watching from above.How will the two of them work together, as

Stephen tries to deal with handling a true romance for the first time in centuries? Â How often will

Bethany Anne tease him?How often will he go too far protecting Jennifer?Emotions in turmoil,

Stephen, and Jennifer deal with someone who knows too much about the UnknownWorld, and has

plans to use it.RISK BE DAMNED is part of The Kurtherian Gambit Universe set between books 13

and 14. Â Loosely, these three three years are called "The Dark Years" or "The Lost Years."The

Dark Years - when the Trials and Tribulations of being merciful were shouldered by Bethany Anne

and her people.
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It's always nice to read another book from the Kurtherian world. This one focuses on the exploits of

Stephen and Jennifer working to shut down the cruel and inhumane treatment of captive

Wechselbalg. A few of our series favorites, Tom. ADAM, Nathan, Lance Reynolds, Marcus, William,

Bobcat (and unending talk of beer) are present as well as a cameo from TQB herself. But, I suffered

through this one. It became one tribulation after another. TQB and company have taken down

powerful, world class vampires with less effort than it took with this one human villain, Hugo and his

henchmen. The kicker is that there is nothing particularly tough or advanced about Hugo. In fact,

even his computer systems are antiquated. But, somehow ADAM can't access his computers (as

he's done in the past - even with the US President), can't access or control the buildings elevator's,

can't access the wolves chip implants, can't override the doors, etc.Because of this, Stephen and

company continue to have a hard time. First they can't get into the building, can't get to the next

floors, fighting in this staircase and on that landing. When they're finally stuck on the 6th floor

because they can't get the elevator to come to take them to the 8th floor, I finally lost it. I was done. I

skimmed through the remainder, but without much interest. I guess I got spoiled with TQB heroes

like Terry Henry and Tabitha kicking a$$ and taking names. So in a word, though it was an ok read

and good to visit some of our favorite TQB world characters - it was tedious and I'm not sure I'll visit

again.

Natalie Grey is FREAKING TALENTED. Absolutely love anything she writes!Pros: Great

continuation of the Kurtherian universe.Characters you know and loveNew charactersActionB.A is in

the book.Cons: There were some head scratching decisions made by Steven who is technically

B.A.'s number two which is not what I expected from someone of his age/experience.It didn't feel

like the weschelbag's or the vampires ever fully used their powers.Overall a GREAT read.

I really liked Bellatrix, so I was looking forward to this book.SpoilerI did enjoy it however I really hate

cliff hangers. That was really my only complaint.

This series is highly recommended! The characters are great and the stories are also. I really wish I

started this series later so I would not have so much of a wait til the next book...



Hugo's long winded holier then thou rants made me want to slap him out of his shoes, which he can

keep cause they won't be Louis Vuitton's. I was really hoping Hugo would be dead by the last page

but since I have to wait till the next book could Steven please go all Vlad the impaler on his arse

I was curious how this arc was going to look, and it looks great! I'm still very curious as why Stephen

is not in the current KG main arc. Now I have an idea as to why Stephen and Jennifer aren't

mentioned. Love the action sequences. Looking forward to the next few books.

This book shows just how deep the TKG universe can go. It is a great read and you will like it.BUY

THIS BOOK!

The Kurtherian Gambit is my all time favorite book series. I love being introduced to the new

characters in this book. Awesome! Please hurry with the next. Hopefully you don't have to sleep or

anything beyond writing!
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